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Financial Structure and Economic Growth: A Cross-Country Comparison of Banks, Markets, and DevelopmentMIT Press, 2001
This is the first broad cross-country assessment of the ties between financial structure -- the mix of financial instruments, institutions, and markets in a given economy -- and economic growth since Raymond Goldsmith's 1969 landmark study. Most studies focus on developed countries and compare bank-based and market-based systems. Debates over the...
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The Data Warehouse Toolkit: The Definitive Guide to Dimensional ModelingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	Updated new edition of Ralph Kimball's groundbreaking book on dimensional modeling for data warehousing and business intelligence!


	The first edition of Ralph Kimball's The Data Warehouse Toolkit introduced the industry to dimensional modeling, and now his books are considered the most authoritative...
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The Networked Supply Chain: Applying Breakthrough BPM Technology to Meet Relentless Customer DemandsJ. Ross Publishing, Inc, 2003

	This cutting-edge book illustrates how to implement a new breakthrough BPM technology that makes the vision of

	the networked enterprise a reality. BPM is changing the competitive business landscape. This breakthrough

	technology provides businesses with the means to manage processes across systems, people, and organizations,

	providing...
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PC User's BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
The perfect go-to reference to keep with your PC
   

   If you want to get the most out of your PC, you've come to the right source. This one-stop reference-tutorial is what you need to succeed with your Windows Vista or Windows® XP computer, whether it's a desktop or a laptop. From setting up your PC to using it...
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Emerging Viral Diseases of Southeast Asia (Issues in Infectious Diseases, Vol. 4)Karger, 2006

	Southeast Asia has been the breeding ground for many emerging diseases in the past decade, e.g. the avian flu (H5N1) in Hong Kong in 1997, Nipah virus encephalitis in Malaysia in 1998, and, above all, the SARS outbreak in Southern China in 2002. Risk factors contributing to this situation include being economically disadvantaged, sub-standard...
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Knowledge Management Tools and Techniques: Practitioners and Experts Evaluate KM SolutionsButterworth-Heinemann, 2004
"Dr. Rao has brought together a practical, contemporary, and comprehensive view of the realities of applying knowledge management tools. The rich array of leading-edge practice he exposes will prove valuable to all knowledge practitioners."
 Ross Dawson, CEO, Advanced Human Technologies, and author, Developing Knowledge-Based Client...
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Beginning Algorithms (Wrox Beginning Guides)Wrox Press, 2005
Beginning Algorithms
A good understanding of algorithms, and the knowledge of when to apply them, is crucial to producing software that not only works correctly, but also performs efficiently. This is the only book to impart all this essential information—from the basics of algorithms, data structures, and performance characteristics to...
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Introduction to Probability ModelsAcademic Press, 2019

	
		Introduction to Probability Models, Twelfth Edition, is the latest version of Sheldon Ross's classic bestseller. This trusted book introduces the reader to elementary probability modelling and stochastic processes and shows how probability theory can be applied in fields such as engineering, computer science, management...
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Now You See It, Now You Don't!: Lessons in Sleight of HandVintage, 1976
A new and simple learn-by-picture method that makes it easy for anyone aged twelve and up to perform all the classic sleights just as they are done by the world's greatest professional magicians. Long-time magician Bill Tarr has teamed up with Barry Ross, an illustrator famous for his instructional sports diagrams, for easy-to-follow,...
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Motown Artist by ArtistG2 Entertainment, 2015

	In 1959 Berry Gordy Jr., a high school dropout, former boxer and record store owner, founded the Motown record label in Detroit. The company name, which played on the city's proud tradition of car manufacture, was to become synonymous with great music as Gordy took the sound of black America to the world.


	Starting with Barrett...
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Achieving Project Management Success Using Virtual TeamsJ. Ross Publishing, Inc, 2003
This is an in-depth guide describes how to build high-performance virtual project teams, shows how to reduce the cost of virtual teams and includes tools and techniques for assessing the maturity of project teams.

To successfully handle the functions of the virtual project management team, many traditional project management procedures...
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Creative Evolutionary Systems (With CD-ROM)Morgan Kaufmann, 2001
This volume shows the current state of the art, and the science, of evolutionary creativity. It shows what can--and equally important, what can't--be done at the turn of the new millennium. What will have been achieved by the turn of the next one is anyone's guess. Meanwhile, it's intriguing, it's instructive, it's difficult, and it's fun!...
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